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About This Game

Steampunk Syndicate 2 is tower defense with elements of collectible card game! This Game is made in awesome steampunk
setting. We created a game world with eccentric characters, steampunk weapons, towers and highly detailed levels such as the

Seaside Town, Flying Zeppelin, Temple of Time, Derelict Firing Field, Ruins of Spire and the Realm of the King.

In Steampunk Syndicate 2 you will confront waves of relentless enemies. Build and fortify defensive towers: gatling gun,
elemental fire thrower, bomber, tesla robot and generator.

Game Features:
⚔️ More than 40 free levels to challenge your strategy.

⚔️ 5 upgradeable towers.
⚔️ Customizable steampunk robot.

⚔️ 2 upgradeable heroes.
⚔️ Fantastic eye-catching art design.

Resistance and their giant steampunk machine The Defender have to protect their world again!
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For the most parts i enjoyed. :). Whatever happened to between Tekken 6 and 7 for Julia to turn from a intelligent, serious,
mature and decent girl into a stupid, ditzy and shrill voiced airhead.
I guess Harada couldn't get enough of Lucky Cloe that they had to ruin one of the greatest Tekken 7 characters of all time.
And all this time I have been looking forward to Julia DLC.

Moral of the story never buy season pass or Delux Edition.. Very good story and deeply thought provoking. I wish it gave you
the option of making your own decisions but then you wouldn't get the great ending. At the end I felt like this is the start of a
great future for this game. I want to be this person and continue with more of an open game and more game playing mechanics..
not much to do but its okay. The menus are not too easy to navigate. The auto save feature keeps going off like less than every
five minutes, with no way to disable it. When and if these fixes get implemented, I would gladly give it a good rating.. You run
around town breaking into buildings and licking everything. So basically just any normal day for me.
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Has a lot of potential. I like the transitions between space exploration and internal fights a lot. It feels like it needs to be a little
smoother and maybe a tad slower... I don't meen the action or the fights... just the pacing and the movement. At this point I can't
reccomend it but I want to see it improve!. Great wave-based shooter for Vive\/SteamVR. More arcade-y than the popular
Space Pirate Trainer, but a bit more enjoyable for me. Enemies come from anywhere (360-degrees) around you. Aiming
accuracy is good, and the reloading mechanism feels great.

For it's price, this should be an insta-buy for anyone with a Vive. Seriously, just do it. It's loads of fun.. Pretty good story.
Haven't really finished a game from start to end in a while but this one kept me going.

Story is good, loved all the details and extra side-things I was able to find.

There's a couple bugs that either prevent you from finding a correct solution (had to use a Steam Guide for one of them due to a
bug, and sometimes the windows flicker like crazy, sometimes the input hangs, etc). But aside from these issues, it was a fun
story to play through. Would recommend!. Not the greatest shooter ever but for 1.64can it produces some fun for an hour.

 Control is responsive. Game does not hide it's nature. It is short but that's ok. What you see is what you get and i respect the
devs no Bs store page.. simple but addictive pick up and play shmup, cool music too and a steal at the price, defo add to your
steam shmup collection. cool for the money

. Terrible game that makes no sense in the worst way possible. everything has to be done in a certain order that doesnt makes
sense. you need the walkthrough to figure it out which then allows you to complete the game in less than 5 minutes (provided
you can click fast enought to do some of the things that require autoclicking program calibur clicking speeds). Do not get this
game unless you enjoy house pets killing themselves for no apparent reason.. sneak theif is anmazing game, but is some things
here and there to make the game amazing(: (so i recommend doing that). chi chi chi ha ha ha. You get what you paid for, 5K
achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your
profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a
way of distributing achievements.
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